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D-Day:
Jean Kalwa
BRIGHT PENNANTS fluttered
briskly at the Stuenkel Road entrance
to welcome over 1,000 people who came
to celebrate GSU's Phase I Dedication
on Sunday April 20.
Overheard on the way from the wind
swept-:.mt-still-free parking lot: " I see
GSU is now an official south-suburban
property-owner. First they installed the
carpeting. Now they're laying the sod."
The effeets of the past few months of
furious housekeeping, floor-lacquering
and bush-hammering .}Vere much in
evidence in the shining Hall of
Governors. The plaques lining the Hall
(and the spanking new portrait of the
current governor) smiled down on the
mostly-dressed-up crowd of visitors
and GSUers who waited for the
ceremonies to begin.
Ln the gym, lhe bright lights which
only last week turned hundreds of
students a ghastly shade of greenishpurple as they lined up to register were
dimmed. The guests rose to the music
of Stravinsky 's Psalm No. 150,
performed by the GSU Chorale directed
successful politicians, that ot arnvmg
later than anyone else.
Immediately following the jazz
performance, the program swung into
the presentation of
" Education/ Living/ Learning." This
multi-media show, produced by ICC

GSU puts o n the dog

and directed by Ralph Kruse and
Richard Burd, began with a slide show
flashing the early history of GSU
leading up to completion of Phase I.
The show utilized a number of
photographic and cinematic techniques
which demonstrated not only the
expertise of the multi-talents in ICC but
by Dan_Youngdahl as the faculty and
podium guests in academic garb filed
in. The procession, a grace-note bow to
convention, was one of the few
"traditional" touches in the futureoriented afternoon.
In his welcoming remarks, President
En,gbretson introduced the podium
guests who included members of the
Board of Governors, elected officials
and members of the university and
community who have been intimately
involved with GSU since its founding.
The GSU Music Experience, directed
by Warrick Carter and winner of
numerous awards, performed several
pieces, including original music
composed by GSU students. During the
final set, the principal speaker of the
dav. Governor Dan Walker, came in,
adhering to the "traditional" custom of
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Justice Goldberg ""'
meet students and speak
ARTHUR J . GOLDBERG, former
U.S. Secretary of Labor. · Associate _
Justice of the U.S. Supreme Court and
Ambassador to the United Nations, will
speak May 1 at GSU.
Goldberg will not come as a stranger
to this area. Born in Chicago in 1908. he
struggled through years of youthful
poverty before graduating from Northwestern University law school. His
long career as a labor-law specialist
began when he represented the Chicago
Newspaper Guild in their 1938 strike.
Before joining President Kennedy's
cabinet as Secretary of Labor in 1961.
he had played a major role in
negotiations leading to the merger of
the AFL/ CIO and their subsequent
ouster of the Teamsters Union in the
fifties .
Goldberg's acerbic reactions to
disclosures that a critical "biography"
which appeared during his unsuccessful campaign for governor of
New York a few years ago, was
sponsored by the Rockefeller family
enHvened the Nelson Rockefeller
confirmation hearings last fall considerably for many.
Justice Goldberg will meet with
students and faculty in the Community
Conference Center from 2:()()-3:00 p.m.
. for a discussion of contemporary
concerns related to his public service.
The meeting will be informal.
At 8:00 p.m. Justice Goldberg will
give a public address on "Higher

Education and Democracy," to be
followed by a question and answer
period. The address will be held in the
University theater CDrama Workshop)
and will be open to the general public.
including members of the University
Community.

(Do it now:
REGISTRATION for the May-June
session is already ahead of the final
figure for the same session last year,
with "c1ean-up" day on May 2 still to
come.
The total so far is 2,630 students, 218
more than the final figure for May-June
a year ago.
"Clean-up" registration day on May 2
will be from 1:30 to 8 PM. Admitted
students should secure student
schedule request forms from the
college of BOG program in which they
are enrolled, and should complete them
and have them approved by the faculty
advisor.
Speciai permission must be secured
to enroll in more than 8 units per
session prior to registration .
Registration will take place in the
gymnasium and payment must be
made at that time. A late fee of $10 is
charged for registration for ·the MayJune session after May 2.

Don't give Cucky
Fuller the brush
RIGHTEOUS - in the sense of
superbly appropriate - may be the
best way to describe Buckminister
Fuller's forthcoming appearance
during GSU's dedication April 30.
Futurist Fuller is one of the few
whose own soaring achievements
closely evoke the future-oriented.
tradition-breaking spirit espoused by
this university.
Fuller once wrote a poem which
began. ' 'I seem to be a verb." U so. he is
an active one indeed. As engineer.
architect. designer, his protean talents
are informed by an optimism which
has. apparently. never flagged during
his SO-year life span. Over forty years

1

ago. he coined the term Dymaxion
which he applied to designs for an
automobile. a world map, a house. To
Fuller. this word expresses his principle of deriving maximum output from
minimum input of materia1and energy.
and it is perhaps best realized in his
geodesic domes which acquire enormous strength, though light in weight.
through what he calls the " energetic"
structuring of triangulated sections.
Fuller is the author of the new book.
SYNERGETICS : Explorations in the
Geometry of Thinking. He will speak at
8 PM on Wednesday. April 30. Admission is free.

Gregory plus Levvis here
THOSE OF tJS who started out
laughing at DICK GREGORY'S unique
brand of comedy years ago, have come
to respect him even more as a unique
human being. Gregory's vigorous stand
on issues ranging from the Viet Nam
war to racism in all its forms has increased his stature as a social force .
He'll be appearing at. GSU in concert

Tuesday night April 29 with his sense of
humor intact and his ability to inspire
commitment to social change undimmed.
On the same bill with Gregory will be
the Ramsey Lewis Trio. The twin-bill
concert starts at 7 PM. Ticket information is available from Student
Services, 534-5000, ext. 2141.

SSAC rushes In
Janet Gordley
Students voted during the preregistration roundup to elect
representatives to the .Student Services
Advisory Committee better known as
SSAC. Two candidates were chosen
from each college. The results are as
follows:
BPS: Tom Passmore and Olajide F.
Olukoga

CS: Adrienne Clayton and James A.
Sanders
EAS: Mariano Kierzler and Dave
" Saki" Villalobos
HLD: Janet Gordley and Diana Bates
Many thanks to the students who
voted. This election bas a record
turnout which we caU ~ prood. of.
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Stude_nt
As you wander through the maze that is trad.itionally
as ?overnors State, you might happen upon a
buildmg With a strange name. The building contains a
gymnasium, swimming pool and a handball court. It'
used to be called the physical education department:
Well, now we call it Recreative Studies. It is here we
r~reate our body and soul. Let's take a trip through
this department.
Wanting to recreate your body, you would have to
walk past a room with a shiny floor that has been
locked since Us existence. Besides the fact::that there
was a problem with the walls, there is also a problem _
with the sprinkler systems. It seems that if a ball hits
the sprinkler system, one would trigger the fire
prevention apparatus and get soaked. Just·the slightest
cover over the sprinkler systems could make the room
functional.
Speaking of covers and ..getting wet, we could continue our journey to the swimming pool. We-would have
to be careful so we don' t trip over the globs of hair that
are blocking and plugging the drains. It seems that the
authorities are under the illusion that the pool deck
drains will maintain themselves.
,
Clearing that obstacle, and with care upon entering
the pool, one must be careful to keep his eyes and
mouth closed. Upon looking into the water, one would
see strange creatures floating back and forth. Have no
fear, it is just that the pool is never cleaned or
vacuumed.
After braving the dangers of the pool, one could
attempt to play basketball. The problem in this section
of the department is you have to beat the outsiders and
high school students to the net. The hoards of nonstudent basketball players makes it impossible for a
student or faculty to play ball. That might not be too
much of a problem since it seems the basketballs have
~n ripped off anyway. Upon becoming thoroughly
disgusted on our trip, we should be thankful there isn't
more equipment or facilities at the hands of Recreative
Studies.
kn?w~
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~~~e will ehildrenplay?~
GSU is a lot of things to a lot of people
but a safe and healthy playground for
children it's nol Yet there are those
sensitive to the needs of children whose
parents attend classes here and must
bring their charges along. Among them
is Steve Heller, Rosalyn Gillespie and
their staff who wilJ open the doors to
GSU's Child Care Center on May 5th.
Within view of the Phase 1 structure
children will be able to play in a
supervised yet open environment green

Day Care
· Center opens
May 5th

....

OPENING DATE is Mav 5 for the
GSU Child Care center. fo~ which applications for admission are now being
accepted.
Financial donations as well as
donations or toys. plastic containers.
cloths. and other materials are also
being accepted.
By providing care for 3- to 12-year-old
children between 8 a .m. and 11 p.m ..
the child care center will enable
paTents to pursue their education at the
U!liversity.
Fees will be charged on a staggered
scale dependent upon income as well as
individual family needs. as 70 per cent
of GSU students are receiving financial
assistance of some kind.
To help raise [unds for the new
center. the center bas sold advertising
space in a center booklet which will be
distributed during the university
denication
Tht' center is in the Vick farmhouse
on Dralle road just east of the Illinois
Central Gulf railroad crossing and the
Cardox plant in Park Forest South.
ATTENTION:

To assist us in prompt publication, we
would appreciate your typing your
material on special Innovator paper.
Please, remember to double space or
we will have to retype. Paper is in our
office. You can be sure to find someone
here:
MONDAY 12·5
THURSDAY 12·9
WEDNESDAY 9·5
TUESDAY lo-8
FRIDAY 1o-2

j

with trees. grass and shrubbery while
their parents persue their academic
careers secure in the knowledge that , ._ _...
their young are safe.
In providing for the needs of those
children GSU serves the best interests
of its varied student body and in doing
that approaches fulfillment of the
promise of its mandate. Only the future
will tell how close it came to serving it.
A part of that future is the effect that
Child Care Center has on those
children.
And that depends on bow much you
care to help. For help is needed in the
One of the many things that I have
learned about Governors State
form of work-study students and
University js that it is indeed and in fact
volunteers.
" DIFFERENT". I mean, really, For information on enrolling your
''DIFFERENT". We are so " different"
child or in helping the center to function
that those seemingly innocuous " fads"
call:
that are a norm on other campuses
Student Services Ext. 2141;
Iacross the country mind you) don't
The Center 534-5980, 481-9546
even faze the GSU student. For
Rosalyn Gillespie, Ext. 2355
instance. when last year students on
campuses acr~s the country went on a
·'streaking" · kick: there were so many
streakers on some of the campuses that
many onlookers suffered severe eye
trouble and crooked necks. But not at
GSU, in fact, the one short lived
incident of a GSU "streaker" resulted
in an arrest and a quick dismissal of
charges due to a "lack ofevidence". So
believe me when I say - Governors
Jean Kalwa
State
University is "DIFFERENT".
SEVERAL students voiced the same
Governors State is so "different" that
complaint to Innovator staffers after
students are charged $15.00 for
registration recently.
" testing" that normally costs only $6.00
" How come," they said, "nobody told
MAXIMUM elsewhere in the country.
us the "student-to-student" scholarship
I
'm sorry that was rather
fee of $1 is voluntary?" " The eashiers
presumptuous of me - I jumped the
in the gym just assessed it. we paid, and
gun - I apologize. I mean- that is not
found out later we didn't have to pay
even the problem at band - it is only a
(when it was too late to change the
SYMPTOM OF THE PROBLE~ . And
records without going through a lot of
before anybody jumps on a bandwagon
red tape.l"
thinking I'm going to say " Why Test,
To most of the students; it wasn' t llie
Period' '? -they are sorely mistaken. I
buck they minded giving up as much as
do believe in testing, however, and
the fact that nobody gave them a
again before others jump on their
chance to make a choice. None of the
bandwagons - let me categorically
compla.inanJs could ever recall meeting
state that while I'm for testing · I am
anyone who got any or the "scholar·
strongly opposed to ·~standardized"
ship" money. One remarked that it was
testing. I am also just as strongly
things like this which caused students
opposed to the kind of testing BPS does to take up the cynical view that the
which ultimately SCREENS OUT
university is interested in ripping off
particular kinds of students (mainly
students as it is in education. Coming on
non-white students>. Your GRE has
the heels of the recent $15 graduate test
caught up with you, BPS. I'm also just
·fee assessment and the annual parking
as opposed to the latest farcical
fees-to-come. the extra dollar was
ridiculousness that HLD is attempting
gratuitous a nd really unjust. the
to pull on its students. I mean - really
students felt .
- how in green acres can it be

To test
or not to test

.

lsGSU
a ripoH
too?

explained that students are <as well as
have beenl charged a testing fee of
S15.00 let alone any amount when there
is no test currently in existence in that
college.
Even after listening patiently while
Dean Cogdell explained that " a test is
currently being designed· I have asked
my staff for input", he stated "I have
written to the ETS, known in some
circles as the EVIL TESTING
SERVICE. Now really, just bow naive,
stupid, or nuts does be think people are.
Oh Well, perhaps I should query the
following possibilities :
1. HLD faculty will-qUickly design a
test .
2. ETS will provide the test
3. Combination of above two
That's all a bit too foggy for my
already boggled mind. Perhaps I
should address myself to another
aspect: just what purpose will this
" testing" ser ve"? Dean Cogdell
suggested that it would " help the
student". Again, I' m confused- how in
sa~frass tea is a student about to
graduate going to be " helped" by this
test. Dean Cogdell confused the matter
even more when he suggested that the
test would be administered to the
incoming student and again when lhe
student finishes a program. Ok! 1Jk! I
give! I give! How in Sam Hill are you
going to test the student who has paid
but is still getting ready to graduate in
April (the end of this month>. No - I'm
going to leave well enough <or should I
be saying " bad" enough) alone. I feel
myself getting more and more
confused. Perhaps I should go back to
my original question: Why S15.00
instead of the usual $6.00'? An even
simpler query would be just what is the
hidden agenda GSU behind this whole
notion of " testing"? OR as Hamlet
would say " TO BE OR NOT TO BE THAT lS THE QUESTION".

f--------------------------------------------~---- ur~·~~---------
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input
1 WAS ONE of the students on the now
famous Florida Fiasco to Marco Beach
for the Psychotherapy Convention of
the American Psychological
Association. I enjoyed the article Janet
wrote, but I'd like to make a few
corrections- and a few suggestions for
the future.
I think the biggest problems were
caused because there was no leadership
and no organization. I'm sure the
readers of the article understood the
students were joking when they said
Dr. Sara! couldn't go to the convention
•
unless the students could go.
However, after discussing the ;
possibility of a student trip, it sounded ·~., ~· ;t
like a good idea and two students were ·~~·
chosen to investigate and take ·
whatever steps were necessary. Dr.
Sara! never assumed responsibility for
the trip; it was the students' idea and ,
that was fine, but no one was put " in
charge" and told what t heir
responsibilities were.
One of the work-study students
offered to take names and ehop with the
com~which was primarily because
arrangements, but he was never given
word had spread and we were close
and never assumed full responsibility
enough to call GSU and get out there in
for the trip.
SSAC said they would take care of the
1/2 hour if the bus did leave on
Monday.
bus, but the night before we were
The notice was posted Monday
scheduled to leave the Dire~tor of SSAC
morning <about 10 or 10:30) but i t was
told me he " didn't think we were
on the bulletin board and lost among a ll
leaving in the morning." When I kept
U1e otber papers, so it took awhile
pressing him for more definite
before people found it.
information, he told me lo call Corliss
The bus arrived early Tuesday, but
or Becky at GSU in the morning after
the notice said we were leaving at noon,
9:30-and we were scheduled to leave
and we left at 12 : 15-I don't know of
at 10. Sunday night I didn't know if we
anyone who missed the bus. Only 25 of
were leaving Monday or Tuesday-so I
us went. bul no one had called every
didn't feel I could call anyone else with
person on the list to find out if they were
that kind of information. The Director
going, so we weren't sure what
also said SSAC had to look for other
happened-8lld stiU aren't.
transportation because only 22 should
I didn't think we had a " rickety"
ride on the GSU bus for such a long trip.
bus- it was comfortable, but it did
I asked why they didn't set a 22 student
break dow-n twice, so I guess it was
limil. and he said that the problem had
more rickety than I thought. We didn't
never come up before!
some students came out from
make arrangements to stop. Greyhound
sets up their own schedules and they
Chicago on Monday and were angry to
changed drivers at their regular bus
find out we weren't leaving until
stops. approximately every three
Tuesday. They wondered why the
suburban peopl e knew not to
hours.

.•
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William Barclay Lll was born on October 18, 1952 to
William and Rounsvall Barclay, Jr. in Chicago
Heights, Illinois.
- He passed away on April 12, 1975. He was the first of
seven children born. Known to friends as "T.J ."
T'Challa Jaguri.
William attended Sl. Agnes School in Chlcago
Heights and Ascension School in Harvey, Tllinois.
While attending Thornton High School and several
area Junior Colleges, he excelled in speech and debate
areas. wiiming several national forensics honors.
On July 6. 1974, he was married to Vanessa Dale
Allen of Chicago. With Vanessa's inspiration, he
continued to work and pursue his many interests while
both were students at Governors State University.
Many of Bill's friends will especially remember his
performances in "Day of Absence" and " Ceremonies
in Dark Old Men," as well a s his unique interpretive
readings from " Raisin in the Sun" and "Stag Olee. " He
was also in an oral interpretation group called Pe-ces.
He was also proficient in Martial Arts.
At the time of his death, he was in rehearsal for the
lead role in the Governors State University Production
of " Blithe Spirit."
As his family, we cannot say nor do we want to say,
that Bill fulfilled our every wish while he was here with
us. He listened respectfully, but he invariably
proceeded at his own pace and always with great
courage against adversity. Bill was many things to
many people, but most important, he was his own man,
and that is how it should have been. Through strength
and perseverance. he successfully adjusted (o life on
his own terms.
All these things in mind the memory of his existence
will be tbe source of love that will give us the strength
to endure his loss. He is survived by: A wife, Vanessa;
a father. William; a mother, Rounsvall; brothers:
Neil. Paris. Brian, and Mark ; sisters: Robyn and
Monica; grandparents. Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Johnson
and a host of relatives and friends.
THE FAMILY
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The problems with the motel were
very fr ustra ting . The y made
arrangements for' us tn stay somewhere
else after the first night. I reaHy don't
know if this was because they didn't get
any money from GSU or if it was
because our group was about bali black
and half white. We were aware that we
saw almos t no black people in Naples
(where the motel was l or on Marco
Island Cwbere the convention was
held. 1 There were no other black people
at the convention- only our GSU
students. This does make one very
suspicious.
Many phone calls were made that
first night and early morning. I'm not
sure which calls finally got results, but
we didn"t have to check out the next
morning.
The biggest frustration to me was tl•e
mix-up over the t ransportation to and
from Marco Island (it cost $15 to take a
cab. l This was a result of screwed-up
c ommunications again between
Greyhound, GSU and the students. It
would take an entire page of the
INNOVATOR to try to explain the
whole mess, but it certainly did leave
peopie angry and frustrated and caused
us to miss some of the convention.
Was the trip a mistake'? Should trips
be abolished? NO! NO! NO !
It was a worthwhile trip. Were were
the only students there. There were five
o r six wor k sho p s going on

.c.,•• • h

Cancer-Leo played at the "Accreditation Basb" April 2S, to celebrate
accreditation for new Governors State University. Nebula was also at tbe bash,
sponsored by student services advisory committee at 9 p.m. in tbe university
gymnasium.
THE GENERALLY HAPPY
a tmos phere surrounding GSU's ,.,.
.. _ _111
produced by Tony
Dedication was darkened by the
Wordynslcl, monoglng editor:
tragic death of T'Challa J aguri
J-n IColwo. copy eciHor; Janet
only a few days before he was to
Oordley,
reporter; Shirlee
play tht> leading role in the
university production of " Rlilhe
Spirit. ·• He died in an a utomobile
accident April 12 while returning
home from rehearsal.

Mulllnell(,
repo"er/ productfon
assistant; Velvet Farrington,
S«retary. Robert A. Slue, editor
&
clllef:
Lloyd
DeOrane,
plloto/ournallst; and Herbert
Williams. bu5inessmonager.

.

simultaneously from 9 to 5 on
Thursday, Friday and Saturday. The
workshops covered many different
areas of psychotherapy so that there
was always something going on to
interest everyone. Therapist~ led the~e
workshops , and GSU students
participated in the activities ana
discussion on an equal basis with the
professional people there. It was a
unique opportunity to learn, to react,
and to respond to a Jot of different ideas
from an assortment (and I mean just
U1at l of professional people.
PLUS Marco Island was beautiful,
and it was a treat to attend a convention
in s u ch beautifu l , luxurious
surroundings.
AND the bus trip itself was a once-ina-lifetime experience Cwe hope>. It
should be good for 1 or 2 hours of credit
as a Survival Cours~r a course in
How To Cope With Stress.
I've told lhe story of our trip many
times to many people and l'\'e really
enjoyed telling it. Someone asked, " Did
you have a good time?" " How could
you with everything that happened?"
Yes. I had a good lime. There were
many times when l was upset and
angry. but all in all I had a good time. I
enjoyed Marco Is land, I got a lot out of
the convention. and I have some new
friends and some stronger friendships
as a result of the trip.
But lel"s see to it th<!t the mistakes
don"t happen again.
One person from the group should be
responsible a nd one person from SSAC
should be responsible Cor each trip.
Each one should understand what their
responsibiliti~ a r e ' and be held
accountable.
Arrangements · r:at need to be made;
11 Number of people who can go.
21 Class members should have first
chance. 1'hen other people in related
courses.
31 Transportation and motel
arrangements should be finalized
approximately two weeks before
departure.
41 Everyone on the list should be.
notified about arrangements.
5 I Arrangements should be made for
transportation once travelers have
arrived at the site of the meeting.
61 A communication system should
be set up so everyone is notified about
anything which involves the group.
7 l Agreement should be reached at
the beginning of tile trip about smoking.
drinking. etc. on the bus and the person
in charge should see to it that the
agreed upon rules are enforced.
81 There should be feedback after
each trip. so that the travel system is
constantly improved.
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GSU

probed
in boOk
MANAGING ACADEMIC CHANGE.
a new book by S.V. Martorana and
Eileen Kuhns, discusses Governors
State University and three other
colleges. in depth.
The discussion is in the chapter
" Creating New Campus In£titutions."
The book, published in February 1975
by Jossey-Bass. Inc .. San Francisco,
deais with interacting forces and
leadership in higher education.

BPS-grad Estella marie .Reese
up for executive post
THE FUTURE WOMAN business·
executive for Illinois in 1975 is a
graduate student at new Governors
State University.
Estel1a Marie Reese of Chicago will
be entered in the Phi Beta Lambda
competition at the national convention
in Miami in June.
Illinois women and men Future
Business Executives were announced
at the state convention in Springfield. in
April.
Written tests determined the five
high women and five high men for
Dlinois, with a panel of judges then
interviewing to decide the three top
women ant' three top men.

EAS's Casagrande funded for
coal progenitor research
RESEARCH on coal progenitors will
be the focus of a study to be continued
by Dr. Daniel J. Gasagrande as·a result
of a $50,200 grant awarded by the
National Science Foundation to
Governors State University.
The grant, which is a renewal of a
J>revious grant for $32.000 awarded in
1973, will finance the project for the
next two years..
The coal progenitors to be studied
include the vast peat accumulations in
the Okefenokee National Wildlife
refuge in t.he Okefenokee · swamp,
Georgia, and the Everglades National
park, Florida.
·
By studying how coal develops from
decayed plant material, and bow
certain metals and sulfur become
bound up in coal during peat formation,
there may be a clue to better· ways of
removing undesir able constituents
from coal, such as toxic metals and
sulfur. Both laboratory -and field
studies will be required.·
To date the project bas involved a
number of undergraduate and graduate

Communi~y

meets
University

, ....

students·, and has been reported on at
various conferences, such as the
Gordon Research conference and the
Geological Society of America annual
meeting. A number of technical
publications have also resulted.
Because the project is interdisciplinary, Dr. casagrande has
interested other faculty in the project.
A colleague, Dr. Peter Gunther, is
presently car rying out botanical
studies in the swamp in cooperation
with Dr. Casagranne.

Ms. Reese is .in the College of
Business and Public Service at
Governors State University, where she
was graduated with a bachelor's degree
in business administration in l974.
She received from Malcolm X College
her associate of arts in busi.tless in 1972.

·''Confidence
Game.'' by
Alcholis111
council ·
The SOuTH SUBURBAN COUNCIL
ON ALCOHOLISM, 2448 Western
Avenue, Suite 10, Park Forest, IUinois,
is sponsoring a benefit play on Tuesday,
May 20. 1975, at 8:30P.M. at the Drury
Lane South. 2500 West 95th Street,
Evergreen Park, lllinois. The donation
is $7.50 per ticket, with the proceeds to
be used by SSCA to further services and
help for the alcoholic and families in the
South Sutiurban eommunities. The play
·will be "THE CONFIDENCE GAME"
starring Forrest Tucker, who is well
known to Chicagoland area for past
performances at Drury Lane. For
further information and/ or tickets,
please call 481·9310, 333-4357 or 747-1234,
or stop in the new location of SSCA.

HI.D's Ken Silber and Addison
Woodward publish manuals
GENERAL
PSYCHOLOGY
STUDENT'S and instructor's manuals
are being published by two Governors
State U~~er~ity professors.
Addison Woodward and Kenneth
Silber are authors of " PSI <personalized system of instruction )
Student Manltal for General
Psychology." by Wheeler. ~oodale , and
Deese. and Dr. Silber and Dr. Woodward have also written "Instructor's
Manual for General Psychology." by .
Wheeler, Goodale and Deese.
The student manual _contains, for
each chapter in the text. an overview, a
complete set of instructional objectives, and two sets of study questions
to assess achievement of the objectives.
The instructor's manual contains the
information the instructor needs to run
a PSl course as well as .mastery test

A COMMUNITY DIALOG will be
sponsored at G.overnors State
University May 10.
Representatives of organizations and
agencies Of the area will speak directly
and frankly with university administrative leaders, to tell what they
expect and want from the university to
help meet the needs of their
org~nization and ~ people of the area.
Sponsors of the meeting £rom 9 a .m.
to 1 p-.m. in ihe university community
con£erence center are tlle eommunity
advisory councils of the four colleges
and the. community services wing.
The-meeting in part will be a followup to t.he human services coordinating
council lu:oclleon last faD , when
representatives of more than 75
oqanizatiOns met on campus to bear
university spokespersons tell about the
institution.
Dr. Mary Ella Robert.s on, vice
president of community services, in he.r
written invitation said:
"At Governors State we believe
strongly in the importance of our role
-as an academic institution.
"And we believe part of ~t role is
continuing give-and-take with the
people of the communities and
organizations of the area.
"We ask a (ew hours of time to help
make the university no more and no
less an asset of the area it can .rightfully
be.
«We invite you to help us make that
belief a practical reality."
Friends receiving written invitations
are asked to :reply on or before April25.
.,,..1 . ,~e!~F,~YJ
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questions. The PSI approach to
teaching is a method of individualizing
instruction in higher education.
Dr. Silber and Dr. Woodward are
with the College {){ Human Learning
and Development, Dr. Silber as
university professor of instructional
communications and Dr. Woodward as
universit'y professor of behavior
studies.
Dr. Silber is concerned with the
systematic design of instruction, individualization of instruction. and
alternative education. Prior to coming
to G~U in 1972, be worked as a consultant at the National Educational
associat~on and the teaching research
division of the Oregon State System of
Higher Education. His Ph.D. is from
University of Southern California.
Dr. Woodward, also. the behavioral

pr.Festival
College I
atGSU·
SET ASIDE Friday and Saturday
nights for the Annual Junior College
Jazz Festival, sponsored once again
this year by GSU on May 2 and 3.
The festival , the only one in the
country, will feature bands from 14
community colleges in Dlinois, Indiana
and Michigan, who will compete for
awards in sem~·finals Friday night and
Saturday afternoon, and in finals on
Saturday night at ·8 PM.
Dr. Warrick Carter, CCS, is director
of the 4th Annual Jmiior College Jazz
Festival. He will direct the GSU Music
Ex~rience_ who will perform while tb.e
judges deliberate.
Judges for the competition are
Nathan Daves, director of jazz studies
at the University 9f Pittsburgh, Robert
Morsch, director of bands at Western
lllinois Upiversity and "Robert Holmes,
composer in residenc.e at Fisk
University.
Student tickets are available at $1 for
each of three performances~ and can be
purchased at the cashier's office.
General admission is $4.50 for tickets to
all three performances or singly at
$1.50 each for Friday night and
Saturday afternoon and $2 for the final
performance Saturday nfghL
studies program coordinator.
specializes in experimental psy chology
and human memory. Prior to coming to
GSU in 1972, he taught at Albion. Mich..
College four years. Hi's Ph.D. is from
l:Jniversity of Toronto.

HLD's Tulsi
elected vp,
vcofiCA
TULSIB. SARAL, HLD, has just been
.elected v i ce-preside.nt of the
International Communication
Assoeiation for the 1976-77 ten,n.
In addition, he has been named vic&chairperson ·of the association's
division on intercultural
communication for 1975-76 and 1976-77.
Dr. Saral is university professor of
communication seience in the college of
Human Learning and Development.

'I KNOW the~ are only ~00 students hrtre.
. .But wh~do w~ put t:he water???~ u•h ·,··h
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CCSoHers
.dance
111odule
A LEARNING MODULE in dance
will be offered to beginner and experienced dancers by Governors State
University for its May-June session.
Kathleen Sims. coiTUJlunity professor
of dance in the College of Cultural
Studies and director of dance at the
American Dance center in Richton
Park. will conduct the eight-week
session aimed at promoting '"self
awareness through body movement "
Classes will meet twice weekly at the
American Dance center studios. 2241:!
Governors highway. Since this is tht•
only time a learning module in dance is
being offered this year. class size will
be limited. Interested student~ may
contact the College of Cultural Studies
or Miss Sims at C312) 747-4969.
Based on the individual need of each
participant. the course is designed to
introduce students in all areas of study
to the joy or movement. It will be open
to male and female. dancer and nondancer. on a credit basLc;.
A New York dancer. chorrographer.
and educator with professional experience in television. concE-rt. and
ballet. Miss Sims was recent!\· chosen
one of the "Outstanding Youn~ Women
of America" for 1974. for her
educational and cultural achievements
in the field of dance.
She staled. " Most people think of
dance only as an art form. but it is also
a very complex science. Many students
have gained new insights in their
specialized fields of study through the
application of dance principles.
" The benefits of a more personal
natUre include increased energy. relief
from tension. weight reduction. body
toning, agility, self confidence. and the
development of mind and body coordination."

CONFUSED?
LOST?
DISORIENTED? The Office of
Communications has changed all that.
They just issued a GSU Road Map in
cheerful orange and yellow guaranteed
to get you wherever you want to go in
Phase I.
The free map, titled "Your SelfGuided Tour of Governors State
University " is avai lable at the
Information Office for visitors and
others who need to find out where
they're headed. It even includes a
highway map of the surrounding south
suburban area.
Student-produced poetry, prose,
photos, and graphics are featured in
ARABESQUE, published in time for
GSU's dedication.
Says the publication:
" 'Arabesque' is a complex and
elaborate design of interwined ideas
expressed by the members of the
Governors State University community
who wanted to share some of their most
intimate thoughts.
"More than anything else it reflects
the loving interaction of the people who
actually gave life to a dream.
" It is our gift to you, given with all the
love we placed in it.
''We are : Kathleen Czyz, Linda Hoff,
Daniel Bernd, Anthony Wardynski,
Lloyd DeGrane, and "all who cared
enough to submit."
The color. 16-page, 8-1/2 x 11-inch
publication is for sale at 50 cents per
Ci>py.

(312> 534-Q033 is the new ''info line"
for Governors State University.
For the university's commuter
students. community friends. and news
media . the ' 'info line' ' primarily
carries the day's upcoming events at
GSU. ~
'
Emergen_!!y announcements. such as
university closing because of weather
conditions. will also be carried.
Changed daily and with a maximum
of three minutes' recorded time
available, the " info line" is in operation
24 hours a day, seven days a week out of
the university office of communications.
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''To Be free'' at 6:50
Wed., April 30th
JANE KENNEDY is a woman who
apparently agrees with Thoreau' s
observation that "under a government
which imprisons any unjustly, the true
place for a just person is also a prison."
She is the subject of the film, "TO BE
FREE.'' which will be shown in the
GSU Community Conference Room at
8:30 PM Wednesday. Apr il 30.
Jane Kenneay was scneauled to
appear at GSU along with the film
depicting her experience. She won't be
here. She has gone bac.k to prison as a
result of her protest several years ago
against US involvement in Viet Nam.
The quiet Chicago nurse took part in a
break - i n at Selective Serv i ce
Headquarters in Indianapolis as a civil
disobedience action.
Kennedy has already served time on
one charge relating to the break-in. S~

was released last year and since has
been working as a nurse at the
Woodlawn Child Health Care Center in
Chicago. She was scheduled to present
a module at GSU during the May/ June
session called "Prison: A Woman's
View From Inside," which has now
been canceUed.
Jane Kennedy's interests are broader
than simply protesting against
American involvement in Aisa. In
recent months she has spoken out on the
prison system and political prisoners
and a lso on what she sees as the
patriarchal nature of American society
as an oppressor of women.
TO BE FREE is being presented by
the Women 's Council with the
cooperation of GUS's Women's Studies
program and the South Suburban
YWCA. Admission is free and open to
the public.

Human Sexuality is MaY workshop.
A COMMUNICATIONS AND
HUMAN SEXUALITY workshop will
be offered by Governors State
University May 23-24.
Tulsi B. Sara! will present the free
workshop for the public May 23 from 6
to 10 p.m . and May 24 from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m .
Dr. Sara!. university professor of
communication science in the College
of Human Learning and Development.
·
explained:
"Most sex relationships are marred
by the lack of spontaneity and honest
communication.
''Through a series of verbal and
nonverbal exercises. the workshop will
help the -participants to bec.oJTie aware
of the assumed and imposed ,inhibition~
in the area of sexuality. ~·- - "
''The participants will be lntrodured
to a variety of enriching communication experiences that can lead to
\

'

~

..

emotional closensss. mutual joy, and
spontaneity in sexual expression in
interpersonal relationships."
A registered psychologist. Dr. Saral
holds a Ph.D. in communication and
psychology. and has received extensive
training in group counseling. integrity
groups. T-groups. personal growth
labs. and Gestalt methodology .
At Governors State University. he

Explore yourself

in India vvorlcshop

'

Joliet ·~r• 'ioins GSU

in new module
Contemporary problems in international politics is a new module
offered by Governors State University
at Joliet Junior: College beginning May
21.

Ndiva Kofele-Kale of BPS is coordinator. The module is open to undergraduates and graduates for 1 or 2
units.
The new module will examine the
behavior of peoples and nation-states at
the global level in an effi>rt to identifv
those problems which threaten th~
survival of mankind and seriously
threaten global peace.
It will include case-by-case analysis

leads basic human relations labs. interpersonal gr owth labs. persona l
growth labs. and workshops in human
sexuality.
He has presented programs at AHP
midwes t conferences. AHP-GSU
community conference on humanistic
psychology. and American Society for
Group Psychotherapy and
Psychodrama annua l meeting.

of contemporary issues in international
politics. such as the Middle East crisis.
the Arab oil boycott. Sino-American
relations. etc.
Dr. Kofele-Kale believes students
pursue the study of international
politics
"As a focus for other courses in
political science surh as comparative
politics. American foreign policy, etc.
"fn order to broaden their outlook as
concerned persons or as professional
peop le planning to work overseas.
"As background to civic leaders.
teachers. journalists. lawyers.
government people. etc.. in local.
national and world communities."

India will be the site for a summer
workshop sponsored by Governors
state University on explorations in self,
culture. and communication.
The workshop is designed to give the
par.tidpan,ts opportunities to learn how
culture affects-.Jnterpersonal a nd
i ntercu I tu r.al opel"cep~ions across
cultu res, a nd to ~'ldeniify cultura l
sources and models for psychological
and spiritual well being.
The workshop will be coordinated by
Dr. Tulsi Saral <Ph.D. University of
Illinois> and Dr. J agdish Dave <Ph.D.
University of Chicago>. Dr. Sara! and
Dr. Dave have had extensive teaching
experiences in institutions of higher
education in India and the U.S.A. They
have offered workshops and seminars
in personal, interpersonal and
intercultural awareness in classrooms,
communities. and conferences.
Further information about the India
workshop may be obtained from Dr.
Sara!. professor of communication
science in the Governors State
University College of Human Learning
and Development, whose telephone
number is (312) 534-5000, ext. 2395.
The experimental workshop will be

offered at three internationally known
centers in India: Sbantiniketan (West
Bengal>, Gujarat Vidyapith <Gujarat
Stale) and Auroville <Pondicherry>.
The workshop will last for five weeks
from July 25 - August 31, 1975. The first
week <July 25 -.J uly 31) will De spent at
Governors State University campus
and will be devoted to theorectical and
experiential orientation to the
workshop. Participants will get
theorectical input on culture and
communication. Indian philosophy and
other specific areas of study .
Participants will have oppor tunities of
staying with Indian families
representing the regions where the
three institutions are located.
Participants will select one of the three
institutions and stay about three weeks
in the selected institution. During the
last week of their stay in India. they
may visit places of educational ,
cultural and historical interest or they
may extend their stay at the institution
if they wish to do so. During the last
phase of the workshop the participants
will meet togetHer for: ·assi:inilating,
. sharh\g 'and evatuitmg -their learning
experiences.
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DIDICITI

continued from page 1

'succeeded in communicating vividly
the unique flavl)r of GSU itself.
<It's rumored that the dart-throwing
sequence showing John Chambers
expounding deadpan on the wonders of
EAS while calmly aiming colored darts
at the "audience", took hours to
complete.)
In his address. Governor Walker paid
tribute to former governors and other
illinois leaders who have supported
higher education in this state over the
years and whose spadework made GSU
possible. Walker noted that, at a time
when other state governments are
cutting back on supp<>rt far higher
education. illinois is moving forward_
He is recommending funding of SIO
million for GSU next year, which
represents an increase of $500,000 over
previous allotments.
The receiving line which formed in
the Hall of Governors after tbe
ceremony included Governor Walker,
President Engbretson, former Illinois
governor William Stratton and Mrs.
Betty Hood Poorman of Coral Gables,
Florida , and descendant of Sbijdrach
Bond. governor of tllinois. from 1818 to

Governor Dan Walker shakes hands, signs autographs in after-dedicati.on
receiving line ill Hall fo Gov~rnors.....Faculty adjust academic regalia while
Jining up for processional into the university gymnasium. Dedication photos
by Uoyd DeGrane.

1822.

The day ended witb an invitational
performance of Noel Coward' s "Blit.~e
Sl!irit," directed by Dean Alphonse
~fierman, College of Cultural Studies

,_

Warrick tarter directs I
Music Experience at De

'--......._

......

Afrl21, tt7S

II DAY
Jerry Stevens ( CS) soda lizes at
reception following Dedication in the
Hall of Governors (top right . This
photo by John Flowers) ... Young
women sponsored by EAS demonstrate
old-timey spinning and churning skills
(right center) . . . Happy GSUers
congregate under the trees (center).
Spirited scenes from invitational
performance of "Blithe Spirit" feature
Terri Phillips as Elvira (bottom left)
and Craig Little as Charles. Rebecca
Sorters is the recumbent Madame
Arcati (bottom right).

Blithe Spirit photos by Richard Burd
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CO-OP INFORMER
Recruitment dates are coming
up.
May 6, 1975

Valeer Industries, Inc. needs 100
men and women during the
months of June, July and August.
Work 7 hours a day, five days per
week. The salary c.an range from
S600 to $1,000 or more per month.
You must be interested in sales
and have a car. A two week
training period is required. Mr.
Richard Kick will be here from 3
p.m. to 7 p.m. to interview
interested student. Please
contact Sandy Conely in the main
C<Hlp Office for an appointment.

-Afrit28, t97S

A-l:l-JW

A-15-RH

A-12-JW

ASSISTANT DEAN OF
OCCUPATIONAL EDl;JCATION.
Summer, 1975. Responsible for
planning & developing
occupational programs and
courses for CETA coordination,
for State Vocational reporting,
for occupation budgeting, etc.

SUMMER INTERNSHIPS in
Chicago Hospitals . Must be
qualified for work study. Should
have Health Services
Administration study or
background. Full time, 10-11
weeks, begin early June.

1NSTRUCTORS
SECRETARIAL SCIENCE ,
AUTOMOTTVE TECHNOLOGY.
Fall, 1975 semester, Aug\!St 18,

A·IO·JW

INSTRUCTORS. Accounting,
Automotive Technology ,
Business, Learning Resources
C-ENTER , Math , Nursing
Ornamental Horticulture, Police
Science. Psychology. Radio
Consulting. Also. Football Coach
with competence in one of the
above.
A-9-SC

LABORATORY TECHN1ClAN.
Metallurgy or chemistry.
Analytical tes ting ; tpacroetcbing of spring wire; analyze &
interpret results ; establish
standards and requirements to
lab photography ; compile data.
Benefits. Women preferred.

May 12. 1975

Mr. Kruglik from Citizens
Community Action Program of
Chicago is coming out in search
of people to act as professional
Community Organizers. The
program represents 100
community organizations. The
salary is $100 per week during a
ten (10) week training period,
after which time each person will
be given a professional sa.Jary.
Please contact the Placement
Office for an appointment.

1975.

A-22-BC

ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT. Public relations &
Personnel. Bachelors degree
with training or experience in
Journalism. public relations,
personnel administration.

A-20-BC

A-7-SC

GROUP WORK SUPERVISOR.
Full-time professional position.
Should have Bachelor's degree
with a major in group work.
Located in Chicago, available
immediately.

CONDUCT SHORT MARKET
RESEARCH INTERVIEWS. No
experience
necessary .
$2.50/ hour , 2· 9 p . m. Car
necessary, mileage paid.
A-G-SC

Nationwide Insurance wiiJ also
be out the early part of May to
recruit sales people. The salary
offered is up to $300 per week plus
bonuses. You must own a car for
this position. The time and date
for Nationwide's recruitment will
be posted on the Co-Op Bulletin
Boards.

JR. HIGH SCIENCE TEACHER,
minimum 3 yrs successful
teaching experience - lab
oriented program. 6th or ·7th
~rade homeroom & boys P _J!;.
twice weekly.
;
JR. HIGH MATH TEACHER,
minimum 3 yrs successful
teaching experience. 6th or 7th
grade homeroom & boys P.E.
twice weekly.
COMBINATION SPEECH
THERAPffiT/ REMEDIAL
READING TEACHER.

Westlake Community Hospital
has had to change their
recruitment date and as soon as it
is rescheduled, it will be posted
and put into the Innovator.

A-S-Se

Also, Illinois Central Community
Hospital is going to reschedule
their recruitment. As with
Westlake, it will be posted.
Check witllJack Wysong if you're
interested in working in a
Community College.
As new jobs come in, they will be
posted on our new Bulletin
Boards which are now set up.
Please check them for Part-Ume
Permanent and cO-op Jobs a~
they change daily.

A-28-SC

PERSONNEL
ASSISTANT/ SECRETARY.
Type 50-fi'l wpm, shorthand 80
wpm. One year experience
interviewing for entl"y level
positions . Prefer degree in
Business or Liberal Arts.

HIGH SCHOOL BIOLOGY,
CHEMISTRY & PHYSlCS
TEACHERS. Illinois teaching
certificate or equivalent.
A-21-BC

CAREER
COUNSELOR,
CAREER PLANNING &
PLACEMENT CENTER person
to be responsible for career
resource materials , alumni
services, etc. Minimum of
Master's degree in counseling or
related area.

A-4-SC

SUPERINTENDENT SPECIAL
Superintendent
EDUCATION.
Certification, Administrative
experience, Special Education
Certification.
A-3-SC

WAREHOUSE FOREMAN.
Supervise inventory control,
shipping and receivirig: tr-5,
Monday-Friday.

A·27-CT
CONTINUING CORRECTIONS
INTERNSHIPS. Two positions
each session.

·~

A-Z-TQ
CORRECTIONS WORKERS.
Possible job pending funding_.
Work with H.S. students7 as .an
alt~rnative to the r>ept . ... of
Corrections. South Slde "or
Chicago. Bachelors requ~. ;.<

A-26-BC

TEACHERS in ScienceChemistry, Health, Adaptive
Physical Education, Learning
Disabilities. Also Student
Activities Coordinator.

A·I·TH
~CREATION

PROGRAMMERS, SOCIAL
WORKERS ,
DETACHED
WORKERS/ COMMUNITY
ORGANIZERS as professional
persons in an alternative aftercare program for adjudicated
delinquents.

A-25-BC

BAND DIRECTOR. K-8, 500
students. Bachelor's Degree.
Located in Northern Illinois.
Apply by May 1.
A-24-BC

TEACHERS in Jr. High Reading
and Learning Disabilities.
A-23-BC

l

#~I

HIGH SCHOOL DIRECTOR OF
GUIDANCE. Must bold
supervisory certificate.
Minimum 3 yrs experience as
counselor. 2 yrs as teacher.

A-16-BC

A-17-BC

COUNSELOR/ FIELD
COORDINATOR. Full-time
appointment with duties as
counselor & advisor for H.S. &
college students in Upward
Bound, Special Services & the
Educational Opportunities
Program . Travel involved.
Bachelor · minimum.

TEACHING vacancies: Jr. High
Reading & Language Arts. High
School WECEP work study
program teacher · guidance
bac.kground preferred. Varsity
basketball coach. Chemistry
teachec with possible coaching.
Driver Education teacher with
coaching, Librarian.

M-18-SC

JR. HIGH SCHOOL TEACHERS,
Science & Math, minimum 3 yrs
experience .
Speech
TherapisU Remedial
Reading
Teacher, experience preferred.
• .. tf
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Spriilgfield
Spotlight-

How to put the bite
on Uncle Sam
(CPS) - Increasing numbers of students have discovered that they are
eligible for the US Government food stamp plan and are taking advantage of
government largess to help them on the rocky financial road of higher
education.
The Food St;Smp Act of 1964 was designed to enable low-income households to
buy more food of greater variety to supplement their diets. Participants pay a
smaU amount of money based on household size and monthly income; they
receive food stamps equivalent to a larger value which are used to purchase
.food.
Eligibility
Eligibility is detennined on the basis of households: A family or other group
living together and _functioning as a single economic unit. A single economic
unit is a person or group of persons who pool their resources and jointly buy
things necessary to the housebold, such as food, to be held and used in common
by an members of the household.
For a group of students living together to apply as a household, all members
of the household must meet all of the eligibility requirements. Potential
applicants, even those who live together, have the option of declaring
themselves individual households and applying for stamps separately. In this
case, each individual must be able to prove he buys, stores and prepares all his
food separately from other persons with whom he is living.
Deductionsfromthehousehold'stakehomepaymaybemadeasfollows:- 30%
of your shelter costs (rent and utility l:)ilJs -telephones are not considered a
necessity by the welfare department) and the-cost of medica] bills more than
$10 or heaJth insurance.
The net income figure after deductions is' the basis on which financial
eligibility is determined.
After these deductions have been computed, the limits for net monthly
income allowable to quality fot· the food Uh"llp program vary wit!l the number of
persons in the household. The limit for one is.$194; for two, $273; for three; is
$393; for four, $500.; for five, $593; for six, $680; for seven, $707; and for eight,
$853. The limits are higher for Alaska and Hawaii because of higher food costs
in those states.
Households may not possess more than $1500 in financial resources <i.e.

Springfield A House Committee voted
10-1 in favor of a billleaglizing the sale

of beer and wine on university campuses. HB 1832 should be coming up for
a vote on the house floor Friday May 2.
All interested persons should telegram
their state Representative.
If )'Ou need to know who your state
representative is contact Gregg
DeBiutoJo SAD CBPS ex. 2240

<Springfield) A bill designed to
decriminalize the possession of
MARIJAUNA failed to gain enough
support in a house committee and was
referred to a sub-committee where it
could die this session. All interested
persons should write to the Bills
sponsor Representative Leyland
Rayson <D> <Tinley Park) C/ 0 State
Capital -springfield, Illinois.

are: a house, one car and any uniicensed vehicles, life insurance policies,
vehicles needed for employment, income-producing reaJ estate <though you
must count the income elsewhere) and other resources such as the tools of a
tradesman and 1arm machinery.
All members of the household between the ages of 16 and 65 who are ablebodied must register with their local employment office for work with the
following exceptions: 1) Students "Who are enrolled ·at least half time in
recognized schools or training prOgrams;2) those who are employed at least 30
hours a week; 3) those who are mentaJly or physically handicapped and 4)
mothers or members of the household who have to take care of dependent
children under 17 years of age.
If one or more, but no1 all of the inembers of a hOUsehold are ·ineligible
because of their tax status, the eligible members of the household may .still
apply for the stamps. Again, they must be able to prove they buy, store and
prepare footl separately from ineligible members of the household.
In most states, proof of separate meal purchase and preparation can be
satisfied by simply designating a specific food storage place for each member
of the household who is either ineligible for the stamps or who wished to declare
himself a separate household.
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Geitbcide is Ure wiping out of a
particular rac_e or tribe from a society.
The perpetrators of genocide are
~·
usually the rulinggovernment.of a state
~·
or the majority over the minority. It
~
generally starts from suppression at all
~·
levels. There fs usually less opportunity
~~
for the tninorlty race and one also finds
~)
out that there is no fair competition
between a representative of the
~·
minority
race and the representative of
~'
the majority race. The conditions of
~·
living in the majority's neighliorhood
~'
are much better than those of the
~'
minority's neighborhood. There is the
~·
chargeof genocide from minority areas
all over the world ·a nd the United States
~'
is no exception. For example, in Black
~I
Africa , th~ former secessionist
~I
government of 'biafra' laid a charge of
~· genocide .a gainst the ruling Federal
~·
Government of Nigeria. That charge
~· was more or less a charge of nlilliary
~· genocide. Beside the military -one,
genocid~ can be effected by other
~·
-means such as the economic blockade,
~·
and the creation of a gap in 6ppoi'tunity
~· . between the ruling government and the
~~
min.ority.
~·
This writer _sees genocide in the
~~
American concept as a cunning but
sure way of ~eeping the American
~'
blaCk race out of the reach of a sound
jndependent .survival. lh the United
~~
States, there is mass complaint of
~~
hunger which arises from poverty.
~~
Poverty In itself is one of the major
~~
ways of promoting genocide and this
~' disease, that is wverty, is apparent in
the black community. The causes of
~I
poverty in the black community are
~~
many. First, the incentive of the black
~!
individual to learn is killed by the
~·· unequal opportunity in the system of
~~
education. One finds that the system of
~I
education in the schools meant for the
whites ·are much better than those of
~~
the ghetto areas. Secondly, high
~
standard qualifications are laid down
~· for the well-paid jobs whiJe the road to
~· this high qualification is virtually
~· blocked. All the- opportunity that the
~· black man has is the factory labor
which very much depends _on sound
~· health.
Most of the money that the
~· laborer earns is taken away-from ·him

~-
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indirectly either by ~arying taxes or the
high standard of living. Instead of the
tJ.s. govefnmentopening its eyes on the
problems of hunger_in this country, it
prefers to deaJ with the problems of
hunger around the world. If this is to be
taken as a genuine humanitarian
motive, it would have .been more
appropriate to start at home. After all,

malnutrition. MentaJ retardation which
generally keeps one away from school
and which more often than not
increases to a brain or nervous disease
are effects of malnutrition. When a
society has to live under conditions of
inadequate electrjcity, lack of running
hot water, diJapidated housing to say a
few , the inhabitants are more prone to

charity begins at home says the
wiseman. 1t is clear that hunger,
resulting from poverty is the main
weapon of the government to prevent
the black man from showing bis bead in
fair competition with his white
counterpart. The black man is pushed
to the background because of lack of
political power. He lacks enough
repr~ntatives m the government
because he has not iearned to use his
vote wisely and discriminately. Too
many still sell votes for a chicken, a
pack of beer, or a pair of nylons. Most,
however, continue to vote for a political
candidate because of the urgings of a
precinct captain and others who
represent machine politicians.
T.h:e population of the black man is yet
decreased by the many effects of

di$ease. This naturally increases the
death rate. Mass· death in tum causes
population drain which is very crucial
to effective survival To be really part
of a happy society, one race should be
able to survive without the domination
of the other.
This survival needs more healthy
manpower, better standard of living
and a genuinely equal opportunity for
all regardless of color. The United
States government so far has failed in
its duty to implement this. Many years
of praying-on the ~rts of bla~ks have
passed and current activities show the
result of the frustrated mind. And as a
result, violence and hatred between
blacks and whites .keeps mounting.

t:Sb-' ·-
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Billion dollar babies cry too
"NO GIRL WAS ever ruined by a
book," said New York's Mayor Jimmy
Walker. in a classic nod to the notion
that myth and reality do differ. we -are
no longer so worried about protecting
our young from salacious·literature. In
this day of non-verbal media
saturation. parents and educafilrs are
grateful when the little darlings learn to
read at all.
But tf the lafe Mayor Walker were to
twirl his cane on TV today while
assuring us that no kid's mind was ever
messed by a rock group, would we be s<
sanguine?
Bob Greene's account of his 197:
Christmas odyssey with Alice Cooper
and his band is enough to make any
parent vaguely uncomfortable. What
for hea¥ens sake, do you do when your
child squanders his allowance or parttime wages on Alice Cooper tapes and
concert tickets? It ain't easy to face the
fact that our nicely-brought-up,
lessoned-to-death, suburban children
are keeping the mascaraed likes of
Alice in chartered jets, beer-by-thecase and groupies <dear God ... don't
let my daughter _.. ). The hlgh-schoolers
are largely responsJble for turning
U1ese gliUer-b6oted young businessmen
into the billion-dollar babies they
celebrate on stage.
The knowledge that Alice Cooper is
really a straight, beer-drinking,
reasonably monoga_mous young
musician (as if his sexual orientation or
habits had anything to do with the
ef£ects of his public persona) is hardly
calc:ulated to soothe the parental itch to
providea protected environment for his
offspring.
Il is possible tu try to insulate one's child from the outside world, and more
than one parent has been successful at
it. But the old "beer leads to heroin"
gambit tto quote George Carlin's
hilarious line>. can be a fatiguing fulltime job. Most of tlS den't want to do
that anyway. We'd like to think we're in
the business of rearing sane,

our v,a lues, of course.)
So we rationalize. Maybe it's just a
stage our kids are going through. Lots
of young people abandon their parents
temporarily and look for authority
Cigutes elsewhere who contravene our
dkta. Maybe they're too young to
notice the sweetly rotten scent of
necrophilia which surrounds· a number
like "Dead Babies." <The same "kids"
and millions of adults made a rich man
of Eric Segal whose Love Story
featu.red a lachrymose climax ·among
the plastic tubes festooning a cancer
death-bed. l
Isn't it betler, more honest really,
than the vapid stuff we fed on during
the forties and fifties'? Who, besides
hard-core nostalgia huffs, would want
to return to the days of riding around in
cars and coupling frantically in back
seals to the soft click of brassieres
being unfastened?
Greene dtlE'-.,'t give us any easy
answers t~
.,u.-stions. As a yong
man, hi.m.s~-- ..JIUY a few years away
from rock-crazed teendom, he can
hardly-be expectecl to. His book is itself
a product of the same mass~produced
commerciahzed " c_ulture " that
spaM-ned out<J"ageous ole Alice. It was
obviously " programmed" to be a bestseller by the publisher's marketing
department. Greene dutifully made -the
obligatory premotion appearances on
talk-shows everywhere earlier this
winter to hype sales of the book.
"Baby" is an exceptwn:ally wel.lcrafted example of the " inside-dope;'
book genre. Books l,ike this one give tbe
reader the delightfully deceptiive
feeling that he has learned something
really portentious without having had
to dig very bard, It's the same feeling .
that temporarily overcomes the brain
after leafing through other socio-op_
confections like "Psychology Today.''
T don't mean lo come down hard on
Greene for being entertaining. God

literature. Besides, he asks gooe1
questions and he is not above
questioning his own motives and
reactions
the rock phenomenon in
general and Alice and the fellas in
particular. His account of his
experience taping an album with the
group prior to the lour is achingly
funny. His struggle to keep some kind of
balance on the slack wire strung
between the hothouse life of the rock
star and the relatively prosaic and
anonymous existence of the reporter is
poignant and real.
Greene draws shaply clear portraits
of Alice and the other members of the
band. In the case of at least one of these
men, the picture is horrifying: Glenn
Buxton, who is burnt out on dope and
booze at 26.
Greene is clearly concerned about
what will happen to the billion-dollar
bal>ies after the bubble bursts, as it
musl. By implication, Greene is also

to
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JIMMY D's ·PUB
222 Monee Road
481-5200
Sanclwiches

t

Dinners
Hot Plate Lunches

t
t

Singles Bar lu.es-Sat
Nightlf Entertainment
All Drinks Except CocfctaHs *1.00

L

<CPS>-MARIJUANA can now be
bought legally in the state of
Indiana-sort of.
The catch is that the marijuana
leaves are encased in plastic and sold
as jewelry.
The innovation is the brain child of
Breaklh~. Inc., an Indianapolis .firm
selling "Pot Luck Jewelry." According
to President Jim Wallace, the firmchecked out the legality of selling plastic-encased marijuana leaves and
found that the jewelry violates no laws
because once in plastic the marijuana
is legally " destroyed!'
A drug enforcement officer, however,
in a letter to Wallace, pointed out that
"since the marijuana is not so
'destroyed' until. it is encased, the
person who possesses and/ or grows
<it) must be qualified to engage in such
activity under state and federal requirements.''
Wallace says his product is legal
because il is produced "outside of the
United States proper."
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concerned abOUt wbat will happen to
Alice's audience. His ~refuUy-detailed
account ·of one concert which almost
turned into a riot is chilling.
In the end we are left to ponder the
.original question: can a kid's mind be
messed by a r~ group?
Clecttly most human beings, even
volatile adolescents, are too -phlegmatic
tu be "111ined" by anything. Alice
Cooper's effect may be intense while it
lasts. but it is probably too transitory to
leave permanent damage. Everyone
worried when Elvis (before he hit the
big Four-Oh and got fat> ground ius
pelvis twenty years ago. His teen-aged
lans of the fifties are doubtless civic
pillars of virtue today. But in between
Elvis ~nd Alice we had Something
called VietNam. I don't mean to assiSP
a correlation, but I think we do have to
wonder to- what ends the long-term
acting oul or primal impulses will lead
us.

Cocldails *t.2S
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·Just because
you're leaving school
... It doesn't mean you
should stop asking questions.
You should continue lo ask. to probe. to patt•cipate hJJiy in the world of onedklne. At tthnois Central Community Hospital.
you'U fond a rathif unique polocy of "Particopative Management".,. an opell door between you andiidministration. And, we
encourage VDtJ to take' pan "' the decosion onaldo1g process; By prov,ding a 22·week NURSE INTERNE PROGRAM, we
support you on making an orderly and meaningful 1ra11sition hom school to practitl!.
You'll also lind a warm, supportive environment. an excelle-nt, hig~ly competitive salary and an·impressive 1len·efit padage
that includes fully-paid medical coverage, life insurance, paid holidays and 3 weeks vacation. tu ition relmburument.plan and
the fasc:io~atmg Hyde Park neighborho,od we're located 111.
Now, ask the next i mportant question ... make a request for complete detailscfrom I.C.C.H. by calhng 643·!1200, Ex.t. 296.
or sending in the coupon below to:
Personn-el tllfi c~

ILLINOIS CENTRAL COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
5800 S. Stony Island (Just off lake Shore 0Jive near the·Museum of Stiellce and Industry)
Chicago, Illinois 60637

Name __________________________

Phon~---------------

Address ----------------------------------C i t y - - - - - - - - - - - State----- Zip ____

Area of Interest. _____________________
Date of Graduation
lllf~:O:""IS:-C~E~N~T~RA-:-l~C.O:-:M-:-M-:-U-.N-1-:-TY~H-OS~P:-IT-::-:A-l----

5800 S. Stony Island
Chicago, Illinois -60637
An Equal Opportunity Employer M/ F
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Classified
Ads
FOR SALE: 1973 SUZUK I 'GT
750cc Mqtorcycle. Full Fairing,
water cooled, low miles, like new.
Disc brakes, F & R, new battery.
Asking 51650. Call 448-7024.
FOR SALE : 1971 KAWASAKI 250
S-1. Mint condition. Low mileage.
5600 or best oHer. Call 748-2075.
FOR SA LE : Moving to Aust ralia
and w.ill sell my HONDA 450 with
its 5200 in extra equipmen1 for
51100 or•best offer even t hough it
cost $1700 one year ago. Exc.
condition and always babied on
the road. Call 748.2075.

P~ttt1

Virus is linked
vvith Cancer
Sceintists at fhe National Cancer
Institute have, for the first time.
isolated a virus closely associated with
luekemia in humans.
According to the scientists, the
discovery may help them develop new
approaches to detection, diagnosis and
treatment of leukemia and other
cancers.
Intensive tests s how the newly

isolated virus to be very similar to
another virus known to cause some
types of cancer in apes.
The scientists hastened to say,
however, that the discovery in no way
means that cancer is a contagious
disease, but rather that it is probably
caused by a number of factors, including viruses, which work together to
cause cancers.

WILL CARE FOR CHILD in my
home ( Par k Forest South> MonFri. Days only. Experienced,
reasonable. Call 534-5783.
Wanted : 4-door fami1y car, full
size . Will accept station wagon.
Call 480-6786 or ext . 2358.
For Sale: Made in Japan but
almos1 virgin nevertheless 1971
Kawasaki 250 cc. Seldom r idden,
but has been pushed 3100 miles.
Runs beautifully, looks great,
gets 50-60 mpg. Will sell for 5500
to oriental buH. 748-2075.
Apartment to sublet: 1 bedroom
efficiency apartment in Oak
Fores1. 20 m inutes from GSU via
Route so or I 57. Paid utilities.
Will sublet for the months of May
& June for $155.00/ month plus
security deposit. Partially furnished and carpeted. Ideal for
single person. Caii687-S647 after 8
p.m.
FOR SALE : 1973 Maverick
Grabber. 302 VB. Auto trans.
Powe r Steering. Ziebarted. Low
Miles, 18 MPG. orig. own.er. mint
cond. runs perfectly . MUST
SE LL. 755-5557.
FREE : POOR , ABUSED ,
KITTY-KAT. needs a good home
and love. PBS MAILBOX 501 or
Call 815-469-355~ Frankfort.

fJ'DA ca~p
needs male
volunteers
More than 50 male volunteer attendants aredesperately needed to help
care for muscular dystrophy patients
who attend the free summer camp for
dystrophic campers. Two one-week
sessions are held in Lake ViUa. Jllinois.
June 15-21 at Camp Ravenswood and
June 22-28 at Camp Hastings.
Male attendants are needed because
patients. usually confined to a
wheelchair. need much help with their
ordinary daily routine. While at camp,
additional aid is required so that the
patient can participate in all the
camping activities. Activities include
swimming. boating. fishing. horseback
riding and camp fires. Attendants
become a constant companion and
develop lasting friendships with the
patient camper.
Male attendants must be 15 years or
older. Room and board are provided by
the Muscular Dystrophy Association.
The attendance must be a congenial
person who is anxious to become a
friend to a handicapped person. All
volunteers are given or ientation
sessions.
If you are interested in becoming an
attendant at the Muscular Dustrophy
Summer Camp, please call 4Z7~1.

REGORY
plus

GREAT DANE PUPS. FAWN &
BLACK. Females. Call 331-1802.
APARTMENT: Will sha re de luxe
2-BR apartment. Matteson. Call
747-0258 after 5 PM.

EWIS

RIO

FOR SALE : 1970 OLDS Cutlass,
automatic. air cond ., power
steering a nd brakes. radio &
heater. $895. Call 754-0482.
FOR SALE : 1970 PONTIAC
E xe cutiv e Wag on . Power
steering & brakes. air cond.,
gree n with paneling-excellent
condition. Call Gail at x:2314
before 5. S1400.
FOR SALE : 1968 PONTIAC
Tempest Custom H.T. Power
steering & brakes. Very good
shape. body & engine. New tires,
shocks, paint, etc. Must see to
a ppreciate. Asking $790. C.all4487024.

WANTED : Work-study student
for INNOVATOR secretary. Must
be able to spend at least 15 hours
a week in INNOV ATOR office.
Type copy, memos, ma iling
la bels. Answer phones, take ads,
order • supplies. Prefer person
with jour nali s m or com munications interes1. See Tony
Wardyns ki, TH E INNOVATOR.

Tuesday, April 29, 7pm
University 'G yninasium

Tickets $7
Cashiers Office

f.
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The mind is
Jacquie Lewis
A bronze-skinned young man stands
at the fool of the stage and peers down
at a little old black man sitting in the
first row. His eyes look upon the outline
of the old man's snowy hair, slowly he
moves his eyes down and focuses them
on the medallion hanging around the
old man's neck. He points, and with a
tinge of humor in his voice says,
"What's that medal'? Maybe I'll bend
that later ."
Uri Geller, the Israeli psychic, has
received wide acclaim for his
astonishing ability to bend metal with
his mind. He was in Chlcago April 12
and 13 for " The Midwest Psychic Fair"
held at McCormick Place.
Uri has been written up in
newspapers and magazines throughout
the world. Stanford Research Institute
in California ran a series of
experiments with him. Uri showed
evidence of telepathy with statistics a
trillion to one.
In a book called "Uri" by Andrija
Puharich Uri claim to get his power
from extraterrestrial beings. He says
within a few years he will discover a
" Book of Knowledge" which will
illuminate mankind into the nature of
extraterrestrial intelligences.
A man. farther back in the audience,
jumps up and asks Uri about the " Book
of Knowledge. " Uri explains, " I believe
that there is something on this planet,
something hidden, that was left by a
For anyone further interested in the
phenomena of Uri Geller, he has
written a book which will be out in May.
The Psychic Fair, as a whole, was a
rip-off. The police were called to the
fair on Saturday afternoon. According
to Officer Delaney of the 21st district,
" We had to come in and check out any
cheating going on." An additional $2,
that hadn 't been advertised , was
required to see Uri's demonstration.
And the demonstration area , Uri
himself referred to as a "garage".
I had planned to bring you an

different civilization. Today we. don't
have real proof. There's the pyramids,
and land strips, and all kinds of
drawings in caves. But there isn't one
piece of evidence of a metal that isn't
from this planet. I believe that there is.
There is something hidden somewhere
on this planet, buried away. I have a
feeling I'm going to find that in two or
three years. I mean that. I think for
some reason it's in South America. I
believe that is the 'Book of Knowledge. '
It doesn't have to be a book, it has
information. There is information on
this planet that a higher civilization
left. I hope to find it."
Uri asks for volunteers from the
audience. Hands raise, and he chooses
three women to come up on the stage.
Each taking their turn they write
colors. cities, or drawings on a
blackboard at the rear of the stage. It is
Uri's task to guess these. As each one is
written the audience mentally
transmits the message to Uri. Uri, with
his back to the blackboard, guesses
each one successfully and the audience
claps loudly.
A blond man sitting to the left in the
audience cautiously rises and clears his
throat. "l have read that you were a
magician in Israel." Uri paces back
and forth, bites his lip, and replies,
" Was I ever a magician before? This is
so damn easy to find out. Just go to
Israel and find out. I was never a
magician before. Unfortunately. there

exclusive interview wii.h Uri. This was
promised to me by John Miller, the
sponsor of the Psychic Fair. Our
business deal was my interview for the
free publicity I gave him (see issue
dated 3-31-75>. I regret that as the time
grew near and after Miller had his free
publicity his memory began to fail him.
When I met Miller and asked him about
my interview with Uri he looked away
and rolled his eyes the way a dog does
when he's done a poop in the middle of
the floor and you're scolding him for it.
Miller couldn't recall who I was.

is a group of people in America that are
absolutely bound against me. This guy
from Time Magazine, another guy from
Popular Photography, and all these
people, they get together. They try to
say that I was also kicked out of Israel,
left Israel in a disgrace. and that I was
a magician. The answer to that is no. I
was never a magician before. Why
don't I perform in front of magicians?
They don't believe me. Even if I'd
levitate myself they'd say it's a new
trick but we don't know how he does it.
Why should I try to do something in
front of them and then fall flat on my
face? Then they'd say, see he didn't do
it. he didn't succeed. Why should I give
them free publicity?"
Uri asks everyone who has brought a
broken watch to bring it up on stage.
People from the audience come up to
the stage and toss their watches in a
pile. Uri asks for a young child to assist
him. As a young volunteer, a boy about
eight, climbs upon the stage Uri
explains, "Kids don't doubt." He
instructs the boy to place his hand over
the broken watches and to think that the
watches are fixed. Uri positions his
hand about three inches above the boys
hand. without touching the watches or
the boy's hand, in a few minutes Uri
and the boy have the watches ticking.
A bearded man in the back row yells
to Uri, ''Does everyone have psychic
ability? Uri pauses and then assures
him, "You went to a place you've never

been before. Suddenly, you say hey,
I've been here before. But what
happens. telepathy reached that place
and came back to your head. Now I'm
not saying that there are no
coincidences. there are. But most of the
things you feel are coincidences, are
telepathy. You would be shocked if you
go home tonight and you would sit with
your brothers, your sisters, or your
parents, or whatever. Take a piece of
paper in your hands and start drawing
figures, numbers, and drawings. Try to
pass them mentally to your friends.
You would be shocked at how many
times you'd succeed, even bending
metal. Ninety percent of you can go
home and nx your broken watches. rm
serious about this."
The little old black man, with his
medallion in his hand, ascends the
stage. Uri directs all of the audience to
take out their keys and hold them.
Ever-yone, in unison, the black man
with his medallion in H'a nd, and the
audience with their keys, think to
themselves, ·bend .. . bend'. Within
minutes people are running up to the
stage with bent keys to show Uri and
the rest of the audience. A round
woman next to me holds a locker key
from McCormick Place. It is now bent
on a forty-five degree angle. The little
old man hol~s up his medallion against
his snowy hair. He is holding it by the
chain for the audience to see. The
medallion is slill bending in mid-air.

Wasp Isn't an
ethnic group: It's
an Insect.
A

''Anyone who
gooses me gets
goosed &aclc".

fiscal mismanagement and I don't
even have a pencil.
WHY IS THI MAN ON THE RIGHT SMILING? He has Just got the worll t hat GSU'1 OC·
creclltatlon for the next flve
without conditions Is offlclal. ll'resfchmt
Engbretson Ia accompanied lty Dave Curtis, eaecutlve -oclat•, and Donald c.
Roush, presfclent of the North Central . _ t . t lon of Co..... .,.d Schoo.. which
erantecl accreditation to GSU on Aprll19.
'
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